Storage and Memory – SSD, SD, DIMM: Resiliency in design,
system-level considerations and role of usage analytics
Background:
Modern leading‐edge storage and memory technologies and products are often integrated systems
comprising innovations drawn across leading‐edge non‐volatile and volatile memory, controller, DRAM
and even firmware designs. In many cases, innovations of different measure and across various domains
need cohesive integration for deriving practical benefits in a reliable manner. Towards that end, inherently
designed resilience often becomes a critical enabler for robust storage and memory devices. Critical
balance in stress‐strength interaction, achieved with appropriately conservative trade‐offs in design, are
often necessary for appropriately accommodating usage models. In this workshop, one of the intents is
to discuss the appropriate levels of resiliency in storage and memory design, towards enabling their robust
operational physics.
Can data analytics aid in this endeavor? Wide variances in continuously evolving usage scenarios cover
many different stress exposures. Analytics coupled with domain knowledge of system‐physics can provide
opportunities for understanding usage scenarios of interest, while leveraging machine‐learning for
system‐level models relevant to stress‐strength interaction relevant to reliability. Data availability on
system‐level operational physics can therefore become a key enabler in this quest.
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